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Introduction
Both the inflection and stem formation of Hittite pronouns continue to present serious problems for historical analysis. One factor contributing to our difficulties is the relatively poor attestation of pronouns in the other Indo-European languages of Anatolia, especially outside the nominativeaccusative. We often cannot tell whether certain features already belong to Proto-Anatolian or are Hittite innovations. This limitation and others preclude any systematic account, but recent studies of pronouns from the viewpoint of both Hittite and Proto-Indo-European do open up new possibilities for explaining some of the peculiar details of Hittite pronominal inflection.
Hittite ini
Goedegebuure (2002/03) has confirmed earlier claims that the Hittite pronominal forms aši, uni, i/eni, ed(an)i, etez and edaš belong to a single paradigm, some form of which was already established in Old Hittite. Contrary to the previous standard view, however, she has shown that aši etc. is a third-person demonstrative pronoun with distal deixis 'yon', contrasting with first-person demonstrative kā-'this, near me' and second-person demonstrative apā-'that, near you'. An account of how aši acquired its attested value in Hittite must include the history of the two contrasting stems in Anatolian and cannot be undertaken here. I limit myself merely to the formal problem of the source of neuter nominative-accusative singular (and plural) ini/eni. As per Goedegebuure (2002/03: 4 14 and 26) , it is clear that ini is the older form (against Melchert 1984: 92) .
1 As the only member of the paradigm with initial i-, it was trivially reshaped to eni in Neo-Hittite after edani, edaš and etez. The initial i-of ini eliminates all previous etymologies (for references see Tischler 1983: 106-107) : (1) a reshaped form of the demonstrative stem *eno-; (2) an enlarged form of the pronominal stem *e-(with -ni modeled on uni); (3) a particle *ēni seen in the Greek and Latin interjections ἤν/ἠνίδε and ēn 'behold!' secondarily incorporated into the paradigm of aši/uni.
The parallel of animate nominative singular aši < *ós+ī and animate accusative singular uni < *óm+ī suggests that ini likewise reflects *ím+ī.
2 I propose that the preform *im is the same as that seen in Old Latin im 'him' and Sanskrit accusative singular masculine imám 'this one'. 3 The attested use of Hittite ini as neuter nominative-accusative singular is not an obstacle. Compare Sanskrit kím 'what?' as the neuter nominative-accusative of interrogative ka-and the gender indifference of Greek accusative singular μιν (Doric νιν) 'him, her, it'. With Schmidt (1978: 150) and Beekes (1982/83: 214) I find it unlikely that forms ending in *-im functioned as neuters already in PIE and assume that the attested use of ini is an independent innovation. 4 The lack of evidence from the other Anatolian languages leaves the details of this innovation beyond our reach. 
Allatives in -atta
The demonstrative stem apā-shows a form apadda (a-pád-da), attested in Neo-Hittite in the sense 'on that account', most often in the phrase apadda šer, but also occasionally alone: nu=mu eni AWATE MEŠ apadda atre[šker] 'They wrote these words to me on that account' KUB 19.29 iv 15 (NH/NS).
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In Middle Hittite we find apadda used in a concrete allative sense: mān uwāi 2 For the derivation of aši and uni see Pedersen (1938: 60) . The vocalism of the latter may be regular (contra Tischler 1983: 81) . See Melchert (1994: 187) with references. 3 For the presence of *im in Proto-Anatolian in some form note Hittite imma and HLuvian i-ma (/imma/) 'indeed, truly', matching Latin immō. 4 Tedesco (1945: 132ff.) argues that Sanskrit kím is a Middle Indic form seen in Palī kiṁ alongside neuter nom.-acc. singular taṁ and yaṁ, although the much earlier appearance of kím complicates this account. Tedesco also cites Meillet's formal comparison of Armenian in 'something' with Sanskrit kíṁ cit, while viewing these as independent creations. I am indebted to S. Insler for the reference to Tedesco's article. 5 More specifically, we do not yet know how full a paradigm Proto-Anatolian had for the pronominal stem *(e)i-reflected in Latin is, im, id etc. Nor the extent of the Proto-Anatolian paradigm for the pronominal stem *o/e-and the distribution of the stem vocalism within it (e.g. was the neuter nom.-acc. singular *ed or *od?). 6 See also KBo 4.12 obv. 11-12 (NH/NS). One also finds the variant apaddan (šer), with a secondary -n, for which compare ar aya(n) 'separately'. These are both probably modeled after anda/andan (with Kronasser 1966: 351 
! 18, OH/NS).
The forms t/damēda and apēda are regular from the synchronic point of view, consisting of an oblique stem -ēd-(cf. damēdaz, damēdaš, apēdaš etc.) plus the allative ending -a. 11 The functional alternates in -atta are aberrant in having a-vocalism and tt-/-dd-instead of -t-/-d-. These two features are likely to be related. We know that voiced stops followed by *h 2 appear as geminates in Hittite: mēkk(i)-'much' < *méǵh 2 -and padda-'dig' < *bhó/édhh 2 -(see Melchert 1994: 76- Contra Neu (1974: 72) their prehistory may be quite different from their synchronic analysis. Once pre-Hittite had established a nominal inflectional system with allative in -a and dative-locative in -i, pronominal preforms with suffixes * dhe and *-dhi (> -da and -di) could easily have been reanalyzed as having the endings -a and -i, leading to a new stem formant -(e)d-(for such a derivation of -di see Szemerényi 1956: 63 and Georgiev 1971: 65) . On the other hand, the current pattern of attestation leaves open the possibility that the allatives in -ēda are merely analogical replacements of those in -atta after the general pattern of non-direct cases with stem -ēd-.
oblique pronominal stem in -ed-plus *-h 2 o 'to; up against'. 12 An allative sense for *h 2 o is seen in Greek ὀκέλλω 'drive to land' and in its variant *h 2 u seen in Hittite e u 'come!' < *eíh 2 u (Melchert 1994 : 133, pace Dunkel 2002 . 13 The derivation atta < *-d-h 2 o implies that the *h 2 geminated the preceding voiced stop and that * became a before a cluster of dental stop+h 2 . As per above, the gemination has good parallels. The putative conditioned change of *ĕ to a requires justification.
The first issue is whether or not the -ē-of forms like apēd-, kēd-and damēd-even continues an accented short * . In Melchert (1984: 67 & 142-143) I claimed that ēd-continues *-oid-, on the basis that prehistoric *Vi led to a close long * (distinct from inherited long *ē) subject to raising to ī in late Neo-Hittite: e.g. late NH neuter nom.-acc. plural kī for kē and dat.-loc. singular kīdani for kēdani. None of the evidence I presented for the distinct vowel * or a phonological raising rule is compelling (hence the caution in Melchert 1994: 145) , and no new supporting data has appeared. The absence of any such change in the corresponding forms of the stems apā-and kui-(no NH *apīd-or *kuid-) argues strongly that the forms with i-vocalism in the case of kā-reflect generalization from the neuter nom.-acc. singular kī.
14 We may therefore derive pronominal ēd-< *-d-with regular lengthening in accented open syllable.
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The next question is whether * could have become a before dental stop+h 2 in pre-Hittite. Such a change is comparable to that of * to a before other sequences of coronal consonants plus *h 2 in Hittite: *wélh 2 -ti > wal zi 'strikes', *sénh 2 -ti > šan zi 'seeks', *térh 2 -o-> tarra-'be strong' (cf. Melchert 1994: 83) . 16 12 The adverb *h 2 o is most directly attested in Hittite ašduēr 'branch, twig, splinter' < *h 2 osd-wḗr (see Rieken 1999: 346-347) . It is also the source of the Anatolian conjunction *-h 2 o 'also, and' (Dunkel 1982/83: 198-199 and Melchert 1992: 46 13 ). In deriving the pronominal allatives in -atta by means of *-h 2 o I leave open the much vexed question of the source of the nominal allative ending. For varying opinions see among others Dunkel (1994: 19-22) , Melchert (1994: 51 & 325 after Jasanoff), and Hajnal (1995: 98) . 13 The locatival meaning in the Old Hittite example cited above is probably a trivial innovation (cf. the locatival use of Latin ad or German zu), but I do not exclude the possibility that it is an archaism.
The Hittite i-verb piddāi-'flee' may reflect a PIE root *peth 1 -or *peth 2 - (Oettinger 1979 : 473 with note 33 and Jasanoff 2003: 95 with note 9). Jasanoff derives the Hittite verb from a preform *pteh 1/2 -, which would make the form irrelevant for our purposes, but gives no account of the vowel of the first syllable. Anaptyxis in an initial cluster *pt-is possible, but without parallels. If it could be motivated morphologically, an unaccented *peth 1/2-would likely lead to pidd-(cf. ir ā(i)-'make the rounds of' < *erh 2 éh 2 ye/ovs. ara za 'outside' < *érh 2 ti). In any case, piddāi-'flee' does not contradict a change * > a before stop+h 2 .
Direct positive evidence for the change is also lacking. The Hittite iverb padda-'dig' reflects *bhódhh 2-/*bhédhh 2 -(cf. Jasanoff 2003: 77), but the consistent spelling of the verbal stem with the sign pá/íd-makes it impossible to prove that the vocalism of the weak stem is /a/. Even if it is, it could result from generalization of the o-grade of the strong stem.
It thus seems fair to say that current evidence allows for but does not prove a change * > a before dental stop+h 2 . The hypothesis of such a change would permit a new account of the Hittite factual negative natta 'not', which has thus far defied etymological analysis (for a summary of proposals see Tischler 1991: 287-288) . The crux of the problem is the a-vocalism of the first syllable: a preform *n tV could yield only Hittite *nēttV, with preservation of e-vocalism and lengthening under the accent before a voiceless stop. Compare *w t-> wētt-'year' and *tw k-> tuekka-'body; limb' (Melchert 1994: 133 and Kimball 1999: 132) . As cogently argued by Dunkel (1982/83: 194) , the attested syntactic behavior of natta makes highly implausible all attempts to circumvent the difficulty by attributing the change of *ĕ to a to a special development in unaccented position. There is not an iota of evidence that natta ever occurred unaccented.
Dunkel suggests rather a preform *nó-te or *nṓ-te, with o-grade of the PIE negative particle. However, accented short * appears as long ā in Hittite before voiceless stop: e.g. dākki 'resembles' < *dókei and āppar 'transaction' < *h 3 óp (Melchert 1994: 146 and Kimball 1999: 129-130 ). The negative is spelled phonetically more than fifty times in OS and more than a hundred times in total, always as na-at-ta. The complete absence of a "plene" spelling *na-a-at-ta under these circumstances is not credible if the word were [na:tta]. We can only conclude that the negative was [natta] 
